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Year 2020 brought with it the Covid-19 crisis and the restrictions, quarantines and lifestyle 
change it caused. Effects of the crisis were also reflected in economic indicators. For ex-
ample, stock exchanges around the world experienced significant collapses, resulting in a 
decline in the values of assets of several investors. This master's thesis examines the usa-
bility of cryptocurrencies in hedging and safe haven purposes during Covid-19 crisis. 
 
Based on the previous literature, it is challenging to draw consistent conclusions about the 
usability of cryptocurrencies for hedging against financial market risks. Previous findings 
vary widely depending on the model used, the time, and the asset risk hedged against. In 
general usability for hedging purposes does vary. 
 
The Master's thesis also conducts an empirical study comparing the usability of Bitcoin, 
Ethereum and Tether, as well as gold, and German-, and US five-year government bonds, 
in hedging against the risks in the times-series development of DAX and SP500 indices. 
The data of the study are formed from daily observations from 1/2019 to 12/2020. The 
study utilizes the timeseries prices of assets examined, daily return percentages, and the 
Dynamic Contidional Correlations GARCH-model. According to the main results of the 
study, Tether provided the best short-term safe haven during the Covid-19 crisis. Bitcoin 
and Ethereum, on the other hand, were the most successful in securing long-term hedging 
and safe haven characteristics due to their significant increase in the value. Government 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Year 2020 was challenging for the global societies in many ways. People had to 
get used to new restrictive issues like quarantines, lockdowns of different places, 
and working remotely from home. These changes were also reflected in the fi-
nancial markets. With the start of the first global lockdown in March 2020, stock 
markets around the world experienced a significant collapse. For example, as can 
be seen in Figure 1 the value of the German stock index DAX collapsed about 35 
percent in a couple of weeks in March 2020.  

 

Figure 1 Timeseries of DAX price quotations during the Covid-19 lockdown (Investing.com, 
2021b) 

Most investors seek to maximize portfolio returns, so various assets are used to 
hedge against similar collapses. One option for hedging against the collapse is 
cryptocurrencies. 
 Cryptocurrencies are cryptography-secured virtual or digital currencies 
(Aggarwal & Kumar, 2021). Most of the cryptocurrencies operate under a peer-
to-peer network (Corbet, Lucey, Urguhart & Yarovaya, 2019). For example, in the 
case of Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer network refers to a decentralized network based 
on blockchain technology that can make currency transfers (Aggarwal & Kumar, 
2021). There are three types of cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, altcoins and stablecoins. 
Bitcoin is the original cryptocurrency and is used as a means of payment as well 
as a store of value (Corbet et al. 2019). Altcoins, on the other hand, are a slightly 
broader concept. They are alternative cryptocurrencies to Bitcoin, and they vary 
widely. Some of them work similarly to Bitcoin, but some do not (Ciaian, 
Rajcaniova & Kancs, 2018). For example, the cryptocurrency Ethereum serves as 
a platform for the decentralized creation of applications and smart contracts (Ag-
garwal & Kumar, 2021). Stablecoins are also altcoins, but as their name implies, 
they are stable and less volatile cryptocurrencies and thus a class of their own 
(Ante, Fiedler, & Strehle, 2020). Different implementations of cryptocurrencies 
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and blockchain technology are discussed in more detail in the second chapter of 
the present thesis.  

Cryptocurrencies are a relatively new asset class in the financial markets. 
Their history begun in year 2008 when Bitcoin was announced by Satoshi Naka-
moto (Böhme, Christin, Edelman, & Moore, 2015). Since then, the total number 
of different cryptocurrencies has been increasing and in addition their market 
capitalization has increased significantly (Corbet et al. 2019). Despite the short 
history of cryptocurrencies, the amount of literature on them has been on the rise 
in recent years (Corbet et al. 2019). The present thesis seeks to find uniform con-
clusions from the existing literature on the use of cryptocurrencies in hedging. 
Answers obtained from the literature are varied and the answer must also be 
sought through the research carried out in the thesis. 

 

Figure 2 Cryptocurrencies Market Capitalization (Coindance, 2021) 

The present thesis seeks answers to the following research questions: 
RQ1: What are the hedging capabilities of a small set of most actively traded 

cryptocurrencies?  
RQ2: Which cryptocurrency performed the best as a hedging tool during 

Covid-19 crisis? 
To find the answers, the literature review of the existing literature related to the 
topic is used as an aid. In addition, the thesis conducts a study comparing the 
hedging and safe haven characteristics of cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin, Ethereum 
and Tether), gold and government bonds against the risks in the times-series de-
velopment of DAX and SP500 indices. The study has been formed from the ob-
servations made by author during the period of 1/2019 - 12/2020. Time series 
analyses of long-term development, as well as Dynamic Conditional Correlations 
- Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity model between 
different variables is used in the analysis of the research data. DCC-GARCH 
model provides information on how correlations between different assets evolve 
over time (Engle, 2002). Correlations, in turn, make it possible to assess the hedg-
ing characteristics of individual assets. The better the hedge, the more negatively 
it correlates with the target asset (Baur & Lucey, 2010). 
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The conclusions drawn from previous literature were varied so results in 
the present thesis are more based on the empirical study conducted in the thesis. 
According to the present study made, stablecoin Tether had the best short-term 
safe haven characteristics against the risks in the times-series development of 
DAX and SP500 indices during the Covid-19 turmoil. It was the only asset that 
was able to maintain its DCC-GARCH rates low and its price stable during the 
turmoil. Conlon, Corbet and Mcgee’s (2020) findings also speak in favor of Teth-
er's safe haven characteristics. In long-term, Bitcoin and Ethereum where the best 
options in hedging against DAX and SP500, since the significant raise in their 
price levels during the examination period offers investors decent incomes. Ad-
ditionally, the low levels in DCC-GARCH rates during the study period improve 
their hedging properties. Similar findings on Bitcoin’s hedging characteristics 
have been made by Shahzad, Bouri, Roubaud and Kristoufek (2020). The worst 
hedging opportunities were found in government bonds. For example, since the 
return on the German five-year government loan was at a negative level through-
out the period, it would have entailed ongoing costs for the investor. The results 
of the analysis are detailed in Chapter Five. 

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapters two and three deals with 
previous related literature. The former focuses more on the technical features of 
cryptocurrencies and the latter examines the usability of cryptocurrencies and 
other investments for hedging. The data and methodology of the present empir-
ical study are explained in chapter four. Chapter five includes the results of the 
study. Chapter six contains the conclusions of the thesis. 
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2 CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

This chapter provides information of technical features and history of cryptocur-
rencies as well as value formation behind them. Additionally, cryptocurrencies 
examined in the present thesis are briefly introduced in section three of this chap-
ter. 

2.1 History and technical features of cryptocurrencies 

Cryptocurrencies are digital online cash systems that work without third party 
confirmation. Third party deficiency makes it possible to implement monetary 
transactions directly between users without going through an official financial 
institution. (Corbet et al. 2019). The year 2008 was the beginning for cryptocur-
rencies, when an anonymous group of writers named Satoshi Nakamoto pub-
lished a different option for monetary transactions by publishing an article about 
Bitcoin as a peer-to-peer payment solution (Böhme et al. 2015). Bitcoin was made 
to fulfil a demand of a system that could implement online monetary transactions 
between parties without third party confirmation (Nakamoto, 2008). In tradi-
tional monetary transactions one party sends money or equivalent product to 
other and third party confirms that. In Bitcoins system transactions are verified 
by other users (Nakamoto, 2008). Additionally, in most cases traditional mone-
tary assets’ value is based on other assets’ values, but with cryptocurrencies, 
value is based on the security of an algorithm, which can trace all transactions 
(Corbet et al. 2019). There is also other evidence of the value formation of cryp-
tocurrencies, but it will be discussed in chapter 2.2. After the publication of 
Bitcoin, approximately 4500 other cryptocurrencies (investing.com, 2021a) have 
been released into cryptocurrency markets, and the number of currencies pub-
lished increases over the time. These later published cryptocurrencies are la-
belled as Altcoins because they are an alternative cryptocurrency to Bitcoin. Ad-
ditionally, methods of investing in cryptocurrencies have evolved over time. In 
the beginning, investors could only buy and hold, or mine cryptocurrencies. 
Nowadays, for example, they have the possibility to buy Bitcoin futures (Corbet, 
Lucey, Peat & Vigne, 2018). 

A common feature for all cryptocurrencies is that they all use Blockchain 
technology. A Blockchain is a chain of individual parts. Each part of it contains 
current information and the latest block contains the latest information (Böhme, 
et al. 2015). Blockchain technology works as a distributed database, or public 
ledger, where all the information of executed transactions digital events is shared 
between parties (Crosby, Nachiappan, Pattanayak, Verma & Kalyanaraman, 
2016). For example, in Bitcoin’s blockchain, blocks contain information about 
amount of Bitcoin tokens sent, timestamp and information about who sent tokens 
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to whom (Nakamoto, 2008). However, Bitcoin and Altcoins operate differently. 
For example, there are differences in features, such as transaction speed, distri-
bution methods, or hashing algorithms (Cagli, 2019).  

An example of a blockchain technology in use is a Bitcoin transaction sys-
tem, which works in simply as follows: In a transaction, party A sends amount 
of Bitcoin to party B, and the transaction is verified by other Bitcoin users (Naka-
moto, 2008). As a whole, Bitcoin network is more complicated. Bitcoin network 
users have Bitcoin tokens, which are either bought from Bitcoin marketplace or 
gained from Bitcoin mining. An important difference to fiat money is that a 
Bitcoin network user does not have the ownership of the certain number of to-
kens in their wallet, they just have an information of the last transaction made, 
which proves that they have received a certain number of tokens in transaction 
(Bonneau, 2015). The number of tokens available in Bitcoin network increases 
when time passes, since new tokens are released to Bitcoin network from Bitcoin 
mining. In Bitcoin mining, users of the network verify transactions and try to 
solve numeric puzzles (Crosby et al. 2016). As a reward from solving puzzles and 
verifying transactions these miners get a certain amount of Bitcoin tokens as a 
revenue. The number of tokens received decreases over the time (Bonneau et al. 
2015). According to estimates, the last Bitcoin tokens are added to system via 
Bitcoin mining until the year 2140 (Bonneau et al. 2015). Because of the decrease 
in reward tokens received from Bitcoin mining, transaction fees have raised in 
Bitcoin network (Easley, O’Hara & Basu, 2019). Without the rise in transaction 
fees, would cause the Bitcoin network to stop working, since without mining re-
wards, it is not profitable for miners to continue verifying transactions, and with-
out miners, transactions could not be executed (Easley, O’Hara & Basu, 2019).  

2.2 Valuation of cryptocurrencies 

One of the most important questions for investors is how the value of cryptocur-
rencies is formed. It is almost common knowledge that cryptocurrencies have 
raised their value explosively during the recent decade. However, the formation 
of their value is not simply about their explosive rise. According to some of the 
official financial institutions, such as Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority 
(2019) and European Central Bank (2018), Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are 
just speculative assets. Speculative assets are assets, which value may rise or de-
crease without any reason. Therefore, their value is related to their supply and 
demand (Ciaian, Rajcaniova & Kancs, 2015). Additionally, Cheah and Fry (2015) 
specified that the fundamental value of Bitcoin is zero. This finding can be com-
bined to apply into other cryptocurrencies as well. In comparison to traditional 
currencies, Bitcoin is similar in money supply and price level (Kristoufek, 2015), 
but price level includes a crash risk (Hui, Lo, Chau & Wong, 2020). Cheah’s and 
Fry’s (2015) finding about Bitcoin’s susceptibility for bubbles also speaks in fa-
vour for price crash risk.  
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Regardless the releases of official financial institutions, there is evidence 
of reasons behind the valuation of cryptocurrencies deviant from the findings of 
Ciaian, Rajcaniova and Kancs (2015) about supply and demand as a main deter-
minant for price. So far science proposed a couple of different theories for valua-
tion of cryptocurrencies. A few individual factors behind valuation have been 
identified. One theory behind the value formation of Bitcoin is Peterson’s (2017) 
model where Bitcoin’s price follows Metcalfe’s law in medium- and long-term. 
In Metcalfe’s law, the value of a network grows as the square of the number of 
its users (Metcalfe, 2013). The Peterson’s model can be extended to other crypto-
currencies as well, since its operation is based on the number of network users 
and not on the functionalities of Bitcoin. An alternative model for Peterson’s 
model is introduced by Vliet (2018). In his model, Bitcoin is valued with Rogers’ 
diffusion of innovation, which captures population parameters and growth rates. 
This model can also be extended to regard other cryptocurrencies as well, since 
this model is not dependent of Bitcoin’s technology. A third theory behind valu-
ating cryptocurrencies is that the value of cryptocurrency can be described by its 
cost of production (Hayes, 2017). According to Hayes (2017), the determinant for 
prices is the relative cost of production, and with the case of cryptocurrencies, it 
is electricity consumption. From these three theories mentioned above, it can be 
stated that the value of cryptocurrencies is related to the number of network us-
ers, the ability of users to adopt new technologies, and the cost of manufacturing 
cryptocurrencies. 

In addition to the theories presented above, there are individual factors 
that can be used to explain the valuation cryptocurrencies. For example, accord-
ing to Philippas, Rjiba, Guesmi and Goutte (2019), Bitcoin’s price changes are 
partially explained by attention in social media platforms. What makes the pric-
ing of cryptocurrencies special in comparison to other financial markets, is that 
users perceive the volatility of cryptocurrencies as a positive issue, while for 
other financial instruments it is perceived as a negative issue (Nadler & Guo, 
2020). According to Nadler and Guo (2020), users’ price volatility positively be-
cause they see it as an opportunity for higher returns. The price of Bitcoin can 
also be explained to be based on the derivatives associated with them (Alexander 
& Heck, 2020). According to Alexander and Heck (2020), the absence of regula-
tion allows investors to manipulate the price of Bitcoin through derivatives. Sim-
ilar findings are also applicable to other cryptocurrencies as they are not further 
regulated either. The risks involved in blockchain technology, in turn, are already 
included in the prices of cryptocurrencies (Nadler & Guo, 2020). 

2.3 Cryptocurrencies examined in the present thesis 

The present thesis examines the usability of the three cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, and Tether as hedges during the Covid-19 crisis. In this section, the 
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technical properties of the above-mentioned cryptocurrencies are discussed 
briefly. 

Bitcoin is a first published decentralized blockchain based cryptocurrency 
(Corbet et al. 2019). As mentioned earlier, it originated in 2008 when an anony-
mous group of authors called Satoshi Nakamoto raised the possibility of a self-
sustaining decentralized currency (Böhme et al. 2015). Originally, Bitcoin was 
created with the ability to avoid using third parties in order to make money trans-
actions (Nakamoto, 2008). According to Nakamoto (2008), financial institutes are 
used to prevent double-spending in monetary transactions, thus consumes re-
sources that could be saved through a peer-to-peer network. In the case of Bitcoin, 
the peer-to-peer network in question refers to a blockchain, in which money 
transfers are verified by other network users (Nakamoto, 2008). Bitcoin differs 
from the other cryptocurrencies discussed in the present thesis in such a way that 
its main purpose is to pay and retain value (Böhme et al. 2015). 

Ethereum is the second most popular and the second most valuable crypto-
currency (Beneki et al. 2019). Where Bitcoin is based on payments and value re-
taining, Ethereum is based on producing decentralized applications and smart 
contracts. In its implementation, Ethereum, like Bitcoin, utilizes blockchain tech-
nology and enables the above-mentioned applications and smart contracts to op-
erate without downtime and fraud (Aggarwal & Kumar, 2021). Ethereum may 
also be used for payment purposes in addition to these other features (Ethereum, 
2021). In this case, instead of Ethereum, we speak of Ether, which is Ethereum's 
own cryptocurrency (Ethereum, 2021). 

Tether is one of the most famous stablecoins (Aggarwal & Kumar, 2021). 
Like the other cryptocurrencies discussed in the present thesis, Tether is based 
on blockchain technology (Kristoufek, 2021). The implementation of stablecoin 
differs slightly from the implementation of traditional cryptocurrencies. The 
price of stablecoin is most often pegged to one of the fiat currencies, or to some 
other stable asset, when other cryptocurrencies float freely (Baur & Hoang, 2021). 
The aim of stablecoin is to keep the price as consistent as possible (Wang, Ma & 
Wu, 2020). Traditional cryptocurrencies are known to be highly volatile, so sta-
blecoins can be used as cryptocurrencies' own means of payment or, conversely, 
as a store of value (Wang, Ma & Wu, 2020). Therefore, they may provide options 
in hedging as well because their value should be the same when markets face 
extreme changes (Baur & Hoang, 2021).  
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3 CRYPTOCURRENCIES AS A HEDGING TOOL AND 
OTHER HEDGING TOOLS DURING FINANCIAL 
CRISIS 

Internet is full of varying information about cryptocurrencies’ hedging capabili-
ties. Therefore, this section provides a literature review on the usability of cryp-
tocurrencies as a hedge and as a safe haven, as well as the usability of gold and 
government bonds for similar purposes. Additionally, a short conclusion of the 
complete literature review is at the end of this chapter. 

To clarify matters, it is important to acknowledge the meaning of a hedge. 
Hedges are investment assets that are negatively correlated with another assets 
value changes on average (Baur & Lucey 2010). Another reviewed asset in this 
paper is a safe haven. Safe haven asset is an asset which correlates negatively 
with other assets during extreme market changes such as financial crisis (Baur & 
Lucey 2010).  
 

3.1 Covid-19 crisis and other financial crises 

During a financial crisis, the values of financial assets drop enormously, compa-
nies and individuals face difficulties with payments, and financial institutions 
suffer shortages in liquidity (Kenton & Scott, 2020). There have been several fi-
nancial crises during the 21st century. Dotcom bubble (Figure 3) at the turn of the 
millennium when value of most technology companies collapsed (Hayes, 2019), 
Subprime crisis (Figure 4) where wrongly issued mortgages caused the global 
financial crisis (Kenton, 2019) and the recent crisis caused by Covid-19 (Xu, 2020). 
In common for all these crises is that stock markets and other financial assets 
suffered significant losses in their value. With the case of Covid-19 crisis, there 
are evidence of negative correlation between stock market prices and the pan-
demics’ confirmed cases per day rate (Ashraf, 2020).  Therefore, investors have 
started to seek hedging strategies against different kinds of shocks. Potential 
hedges against stock markets could be cryptocurrencies, gold, or government 
bonds. 
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Figure 3 DAX index during Dotcom Bubble (Investing.com, 2021b) 

 

 
Figure 4 DAX Index During Subprime crisis (Investing.com, 2021b) 

3.2 Cryptocurrencies as a hedging tool 

Findings about the usability of cryptocurrencies as hedges have varied over the 
years. The results would appear to be strongly tied to time, currency, and target 
asset. Even between individual studies, there may be discrepancies in the find-
ings. For example, according to Bouri, Shahzad and Roubaud (2020) there are 
significant heterogeneity between safe haven or hedging attributes across differ-
ent cryptocurrencies within a sample period of about three years. Based on their 
research Ethereum, Dash and Nem are hedges against for a few US equity sectors. 
While Bitcoin, Ripple and Stellar are safe havens for all US equity indices and 
Litecoin and Monero are a safe haven for aggerate US equity index and selected 
sectors. Therefore, it is impossible to draw consistent conclusions from their 
study since there are differences in cryptocurrencies’ hedging capabilities against 
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different assets. Nevertheless, similarities can be found in other studies, and es-
timates can be made about the usability of cryptocurrencies as a hedge and as a 
safe haven by combining studies. 

3.2.1 Bitcoin as a hedge 

As Bitcoin is the largest and most famous cryptocurrency (Corbet et al. 2019), it 
also has the most research results about usability as a hedging tool. According to 
earlier studies, it has some hedging capabilities and safe haven characteristics 
against different assets and markets. For example, Bouri, Shahzad, Roubaud, 
Kristoufek and Lucey (2020) found out that Bitcoin has superiority over gold and 
commodities in safe haven characteristics against different stock markets. In ad-
dition, according to Bouri, Molnár, Azzi, Roubaud and Hagfors (2017), Bitcoin is 
suitable for diversification purposes and works as a safe haven against Asian 
stock markets, but it is a poor hedge on average against different assets. Addi-
tionally, Wang, Tang, Xie and Chen (2019) discovered that Bitcoin can be used as 
a safe haven for Chinese stock markets, but according to them, Bitcoin can be 
used as a hedge against other stock markets as well. Already based on these three 
studies there are no singe correct answer about the usability of cryptocurrencies 
for hedging.  

To clarify the findings from the literature, it is worthwhile to go through 
more findings from research articles. In addition to the findings already men-
tioned, Bitcoin is a strong hedge against different indices worldwide on a 
monthly basis. But its hedging properties are not strong on a daily or a weekly 
basis. (Chan, Le & Wu, 2019). Additionally, the findings of Shahzad et al. (2020) 
justify that Bitcoin has safe haven and hedging characteristics against different 
stock markets. According to these two studies, there are clear possibilities for us-
ing Bitcoin as a hedge or as a safe haven. Still there are opposing results available 
about hedging capabilities. Garcia-Jorcano and Benito (2020) agree with Shahzad 
etc. (2020) on the usability of Bitcoin as a hedge, but according to them, it has 
hedging characteristics on a short-term, but it may fail on a longer term. However, 
the findings of Kliber, Marszalek, Musialkowska and Świerczyńska (2019) go far 
more upstream with others. According to them, Bitcoin is a weak hedge against 
Venezuelan, Japanese, Chinese, Swedish, and Estonian stock markets. They also 
state that Bitcoin has safe haven characteristics only against Venezuelan markets. 
Additionally, it is worth noting that Bitcoin has its own idiosyncratic shocks, 
which causes harm to its hedging properties against other market risks (Kurka, 
2019). In addition, Bitcoin market shocks may cause shocks to other markets 
(Kurka, 2019). It is notable to mention that according to Corbet et al. (2018), 
Bitcoin futures are not an effective hedging tool. In summary, the usability of 
Bitcoin as a hedge strongly depends on the market hedged against and the period 
examined. 

There is also scientific evidence available that Bitcoin and other cryptocur-
rencies can be used as a hedge and a safe haven against other asset classes than 
stock markets as well. For example, Bitcoin can be used for hedging or safe haven 
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purposes against American dollar (Dyhrberg, 2016), FTSE index (Dyhrberg, 2016), 
OVX (Das, Le Roux, Jana & Dutta, 2020) and weakly against economic policy un-
certainty (Wu, Tong, Yang & Derbali, 2019). Again, the strength for hedging and 
safe haven purposes depends heavily on the timing and the asset class that is 
hedged.   

3.2.2 Other cryptocurrencies 

While Bitcoin is the largest and the most famous currency, other cryptocurrencies 
receive less attention in science (Corbet et al. 2019). Despite the lack of attention, 
there are some research articles available about usability of other cryptocurren-
cies in hedging against stocks and in general. It has already been noted that the 
usability of altcoin as a hedge depends on the altcoin used (Bouri, Shahzad & 
Roubaud, 2020). Mariana, Ekaputra and Husodo (2020) examined safe haven 
properties of Bitcoin and Ethereum during Covid-19 crisis, and according to their 
research, both currencies are safe havens in short term against stock markets, but 
from these two, Ethereum performs slightly better. According to Conlon, Corbet 
and Mcgee (2020), Tether maintained its safe haven properties against interna-
tional equity markets better than Bitcoin and Ethereum during Covid-19 crisis, 
since it was able to maintain its peg to the US Dollar. They still point out the fact 
that Tether is not always able to maintain its course to the US dollar. However, 
the opposite view is brought by Huynh, Nasir, Vo, and Nguyen (2020), who state 
that Tether is significantly volatile, and therefore Bitcoin is the most appropriate 
instrument for hedging. Similarly, Thampanya, Nasir & Huynh (2020) state that 
cryptocurrencies do not act as a good hedge against stock markets. Mensi, Al-
Yahyaee, Al-Jarrah, Vo, and Kang (2020) for their part argue that during a crisis, 
investors should hold less Bitcoin than other cryptocurrencies for minimizing 
risks and maintaining consistent returns. Cheema, Faff and Szulczuk (2020) agree 
saying that Bitcoin does not serve as a safe haven against ten largest stock ex-
changes during a Covid-19 pandemic, but stablecoin Tether does. 

As visual above, it is impossible to form a coherent overall picture based 
on existing research results. The results vary greatly based on of changes in time-
scale and the assets studied. However, the findings of Pengfei, Wei, Xiao & De-
hua (2019) are quite relevant for the present thesis. They formed three key takea-
ways from their research: cryptocurrencies are a safe haven but not a hedge 
against the international indices, the safe haven property is more pronounced in 
subgroups with larger market capitalization and higher liquidity, and the safe 
haven property is more pronounced in developed markets. What is the most im-
portant, is to see that there is evidence that cryptocurrencies can be used for hedg-
ing. However, Charfeddine, Benglagha and Maouchi (2020) state that Cryptocur-
rencies are suitable for diversification purposes, but they are poor hedging tools. 
When all these findings are considered, it is clearly worthwhile to further exam-
ine the usability of cryptocurrencies as a hedging tool. 
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3.3 Other hedging tools during financial crisis 

To get a comprehensive picture of the usability of cryptocurrencies for hedging, 
it is also desirable to explore other hedging methods. Gold and government 
bonds as a hedging tool, have been selected for closer inspection in this paper.   

3.3.1 Gold 

One of the best known and most researched methods for hedging is gold. Basic 
idea behind the usability of gold for hedging is that its statistical properties have 
negative correlation with equities (Lucey, Peat, Šević & Vigne, 2019). Especially 
in times of financial crises and during extreme market fluctuations, gold has 
acted as a reliable hedge. According to Junttila, Pesonen and Raatikainen (2018) 
the correlation between stock markets and the gold market becomes negative 
around the times of financial crises. Therefore, gold can be used in hedging dur-
ing those times. Similar findings have been made by Nguyen, Bedoui, Majdoub, 
Guesmi and Chevellier (2020), who state that in turmoil and high uncertainty 
periods, gold is a stabilizing asset with substantial safe haven property.  

Despite the similarities in hedging characteristics of gold during financial 
crises, scientific evidence on hedging against stock markets has varied over the 
years, but in overall usability is at a good level. For example, according to Baur 
and Lucey (2010), gold is a hedge against stocks on average and a safe haven in 
extreme stock market conditions. They indicate that the safe haven characteristics 
of gold are short-lived and will only last for 15 days, after which investors begin 
to suffer losses (Baur and Lucey, 2010). The same discovery has been made by 
Dee, Li and Zheng (2013), who state that in short term gold cannot always hedge 
against stock or inflation risks, but it is a good hedge in longer term. Baur and 
Lucey (2010) also recommend buying gold during extreme negative shocks and 
selling it once the volatility of stocks has returned to normal. The findings of 
Beckmann, Berger and Czudaj (2015) are in line with Baur and Lucey (2010). Ac-
cording to Beckmann, Berger and Czudaj (2015) gold is a hedge and a safe haven 
against different markets and indices, but its hedging abilities are market specific. 
There are also conflicting findings about the usability of gold for hedging. For 
example, according to Zhang, Wang, Xiong and Zou (2020), Chinese gold spots 
and futures are not effective hedges against stocks, bonds, and oil. Their findings 
can be explained by the location of the markets in their studies. Dee, Li and Zheng 
(2013), report that gold is not a safe haven for China related stocks or inflation in 
general. Although there are a few negative findings about the usability of gold in 
hedging against the Chinese stock markets, usability in hedging may still exist 
there as well. According to Arouri, Lahiani and Nguyen (2015), gold serves as a 
safe haven for stocks in the Chinese markets during the financial crisis. Their 
findings indicate that adding gold to a portfolio of Chinese stocks improves its 
risk-adjusted return and help in hedging effectively against stock risk exposure 
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over the time. Findings about the usability of gold for hedging also exist in other 
stock markets.  

Based on several sources, gold acts as a hedge against US stock markets 
(Baur & McDermott, 2010; He, O’Connor & Thijssen, 2018; Hood & Malik, 2013). 
In terms of safe haven characteristics against US stock markets, there are discrep-
ancies in the findings. According to Baur and McDermott (2010) gold is a safe 
haven against US stocks but according to He, O’Connor and Thijssen (2018) it is 
not a safe haven for them. Compromise between these two arguments is made 
by Hood and Malik (2013), who state that gold has weak safe haven characteris-
tics against US stock markets. For European stock markets, the situation is not 
much different. Gold is a hedge and a safe haven for European stock markets 
(Baur & McDermott, 2010) and it works as a hedge against UK stock markets (He, 
O’Connor & Thijssen, 2018). However, gold does not act as a hedge against the 
Japanese, Canadian, Australian, or large emerging stock markets (Baur & McDer-
mott, 2010). In hedging against the emerging stock markets, Basher and Sadorsky 
(2016) recommend using oil instead of gold. It is noteworthy to mention that ac-
cording to Baur and McDermott (2010) during the financial crisis, gold acts as a 
strong safe haven in most developed stock markets. 

There is also other usability for gold in hedging. For example, according 
to Nguyen et al. (2020), gold can be used in hedging against the depreciation 
value of USD, EUR, and JPY. Gold can also be used in hedging against USD rate 
movements, and it is a safe haven against extreme USD rate movements (Re-
boredo, 2013). Also, according to Ciner, Gurdgiev and Lucey (2013) gold is a safe 
haven against exchange rates in United States and United Kingdom. 

3.3.2 Government Bonds 

Other typical hedging method against depreciation of stock markets are govern-
ment bonds. Government bonds are debt securities, which are issued by a gov-
ernment. In most cases, they are issued for financing governments budget. Neg-
ative correlation between stock markets and government bonds offers an oppor-
tunity for government bonds to act as a hedging tool for stocks during financial 
crises. Scientific evidence on how government bonds act as a hedging tool is quite 
one-sided, and several findings approve government bonds over other hedging 
methods, but alternative results also exist. For example, bonds do not act as hedg-
ing tools against stocks in short term, but in longer term they do (Lin, Yang, 
Marsh & Chen, 2018). One of the positive findings of bonds’ usability in hedging 
against stocks are represented by Bahmani-Oskooee, Ghodsi and Hadzic (2020), 
who state that against different industries in stock markets, treasuries have the 
best hedging properties among gold, silver, and oil. The superiority of treasuries 
over gold in hedging against stock markets is also explained with its lover corre-
lation with market returns (Dicle & Levendis, 2017). One other difference be-
tween gold and government bonds is that gold is a passive safe haven asset 
where government bonds are an active safe haven asset (Liu, 2018). One notable 
mention is the research of Habib and Stracca (2015), who examined that is there 
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one global safe haven asset, and as a result they ended up with US short-term 
government debt. According to their research, it is the best global safe haven, but 
it is still imperfect. 

There is also evidence of government bonds’ hedging capabilities without 
comparison to other hedging methods. Again, research findings share mostly 
similar opinions about usability in hedging. According to Kopyl and Lee (2016), 
during the months with large declines in financial markets, US treasuries and 
Japanese Yen acts as a strong safe haven. A similar view is offered by Cheema, 
Faff and Szulczuk (2020), who state that during 2008 global financial crisis, and 
during the Covid-19 pandemic, US treasuries acted as a strong safe haven. The 
findings from Gupta, Subramaniam, Bouri and Ji (2021) are no exception, since 
they indicate US treasury securities can hedge financial market risks during 
Covid-19 pandemic. Hsu, Lee, and Lien (2020) report slightly opposite results 
than others, because according to them, negative correlation between stocks and 
bonds rise during normal increasing market uncertainty periods but decreases 
during extreme market uncertainty periods. In other words, there is usability for 
bonds in hedging, but they do not work as a safe haven. In addition to usability 
against stock markets, government bonds can be used in hedging against equity 
markets (Ciner, Gurdgiev & Lucey, 2013). 

3.4 Literature review conclusions 

The main purpose of the present thesis is to explore the usability for cryptocur-
rencies in hedging against the stock market crash caused by Covid-19 crisis. Pre-
vious literature did not give a coherent answer to this question. Results have var-
ied in studies greatly depending on the timescale, cryptocurrency examined, and 
the asset that is being hedged against. For example, according Shahzad et al. 
(2020) Bitcoin is suitable in hedging against different stock markets. Meanwhile 
Kliber et al. (2019) identified that Bitcoin has only weak hedging characteristics 
against different stock markets worldwide, and that it only has safe haven prop-
erties against Venezuelan stock markets. Already these two findings make it im-
possible to form a coherent conclusion independent of time, cryptocurrency, and 
the examined asset.  

Another purpose of the present thesis is to find out which one out of three 
assets examined performs the best in hedging against a stock market crash 
caused by Covid-19 pandemic. According to previous literature there are possi-
bilities for every asset class to perform as a hedge asset during crisis. A review 
identifies that the best probabilities in succeeding hedging are with cryptocur-
rencies. Already the findings of Bouri et al. (2020) raise this probability since 
Bitcoin was discovered to act as better safe haven than gold against different 
stock markets. Although performance of gold and government bonds in hedging 
have been better in the literature examined, it still can be trusted that cryptocur-
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rencies may outperform them. Literature about the hedging capabilities of cryp-
tocurrencies is newer, and therefore the validity of the results can be better. Most 
of the literature about hedging capabilities of gold and government bonds is 
older, and therefore it may be invalid nowadays. In order identify the best-per-
forming hedge, the hedging characteristics of all three asset classes will be further 
examined through the empirical study in the next chapter. 
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4 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

This chapter reviews the data used in the study, the methodology of the study, 
and the results of the DCC-GARCH model. The first section of the chapter exam-
ines the timeseries development and daily returns of the included assets during 
the examined period. The second part of the chapter consists of an introduction 
to the DCC-GARCH model, and the results obtained from it, as well as their 
graphs. 

4.1 Data 

4.1.1 Timeseries and Daily Returns 

Data is formed of 492 daily observations during the period between 1/2019 and 
12/2020. Cryptocurrency related data is collected from Coindesk.com since it is 
the most used database in previous cryptocurrency literature (Corbet et al. 2019). 
Data for other variables is collected from Investing.com. Cryptocurrency prices 
are reported as dollars per cryptocurrency. Data is modified to fit better for time 
series analyses by deleting unavailable values from dataset. Therefore, compari-
son between variables is made easier and more reliable. In addition to the 
timeseries evolution of the assets, logarithmic daily return percentages are 
formed for them with the following equation:  
 

𝑟𝑡  =  100 × [ln(𝑃𝑡 )  −  ln(𝑃𝑡−1)] 
 
Table 1 Sources for data 

Asset Period Source 
Bitcoin 1/2019-12/2020 Coindesk.com 
Ethereum 1/2019-12/2020 Coindesk.com 
Tether 1/2019-12/2020 Coindesk.com 
Dax 1/2019-12/2020 Investing.com 
SP500 1/2019-12/2020 Investing.com 
Gold 1/2019-12/2020 Investing.com 
US5Y-Rate 1/2019-12/2020 Investing.com 
GER5Y-Rate 1/2019-12/2020 Investing.com 
   

 
Figures 5, 6 and 7 describe the price quotations of cryptocurrencies used 

in this study. For cryptocurrencies, the price development of Bitcoin and 
Ethereum is mostly similar for the considered period. The development of Teth-
er's price, on the other hand, differs greatly from the development of the men-
tioned two. Where Bitcoin and Ethereum have more fluctuation in their price 
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movements, Tether stays more stable excluding three different short term price 
drops. The decreases in the value of Tether are also much more moderate than 
the fluctuations in the value of Bitcoin and Ethereum. By the most important time 
for this study, i.e., the beginning of March 2020, there is no corresponding clear 
drop in the price of tether, which can be discovered in the price development of 
Bitcoin and Ethereum. However, Tether’s price development lacks a great price 
increase which ranks in the Bitcoin and Ethereum charts at the end of the review 
period. It is also noteworthy that the recovery of Ethereum and Bitcoin from the 
Covid-19 turmoil has been rapid as their prices are back to pre-fall levels just a 
few months after the crisis. 

 
Figure 5: Timeseries of Bitcoin’s price quotations 

 
Figure 6: Timeseries on Ethereum’s price quotations 
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Figure 7 Timeseries on Tether’s price quotations 

Examining the daily returns of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Tether in figures 8, 9, and 
10 only confirms the findings from the examination of time series obligations. 
Bitcoin and Ethereum remain to have some similarities in their development, and 
Tether clearly differs from them. Bitcoin and Ethereum have clear spikes in 
March 2020 while Tether does not. Also, standard deviation of Tethers daily re-
turns is significantly smaller than it is with other cryptocurrencies examined. For 
Tether, a longer-term trend change in the daily return figure is also noticeable. 
After the Covid-19 crisis, Tether’s daily return percentages levelled off further. 
Thus, Tether’s stablecoin properties have only improved as the review period 
nears its end. 

 
Figure 8 Daily returns of Bitcoin 
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Figure 9 Daily returns of Ethereum 

 
Figure 10 Daily returns of Tether 

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate timeseries development of DAX and SP500 indices’ 
price quotations. From the figures, it can be observed that during the studied 
period, changes in SP500 and DAX indices are very close to similar. The value of 
both was on a steady rise before facing the Covid-19 crisis. At the worst part of 
the crisis, in March 2020, the value of both indices clearly collapsed and since 
then the rise has been relatively steady. The value of SP500 has risen slightly more 
than DAX, as SP500 has already reached higher value than it had before corona 
crisis. Meanwhile DAX was nearly in the same numbers in December 2020 as it 
was before crisis. Therefore, it can be said that according to these figures, inves-
tors’ trust in SP500 has recovered faster from the Covid-19 crisis than it has in 
DAX. The figures of both indices also show the uncertainty in the investment 
market caused by the US presidential election in the November of 2020.  
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Figure 11 Timeseries on SP500 Index 

 
Figure 12 Timeseries on DAX Index 

Daily returns of DAX and SP500 in figures 13 and 14 have some similarities but 
there are some differences as well. Daily returns of both indices were more stable 
before Covid-19 turmoil in March 2020. During the turmoil, both indices had neg-
ative returns and standard deviation rose significantly. The Covid-19 turmoil 
also caused a long-term trend to change in the figures of daily returns for both 
indices, as the standard deviation of both figures has been significantly larger 
since the crisis than it was before. The difference between the indices is that the 
moments of large fluctuations in SP500’s daily returns lasted longer than they 
did on DAX. 
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Figure 13 Daily returns of DAX index 

 
Figure 14 Daily returns of SP500 index 

Germanys five-year loan and the United States’ (US) five-year loan are both gov-
ernmental bonds but their rate development under the studied period differs 
from each other as can be seen from the figures 15 and 16. Both suffered a clear 
fall in rates’ value during the worst moments of the crisis in March 2020.There is 
difference in how they developed after the drop. Rate of GER5Y loan bounced 
back in a short period of time. Meanwhile US5Y loan stayed down for the end of 
the studied period.  

It is worth remembering that the interest rate on the German loan was al-
ready on the negative side, so dropping it further is more difficult than the Amer-
ican interest rate, which was on the positive side. Because of this, the German 
rate’s bounce back was slightly more likely to happen than the US5Y. 
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Figure 15 Timeseries on Germany five-year government bond 

 
Figure 16 Timeseries on United States five-year government bond 

In daily returns illustrated in figures 17 and 18, Germany’s five-year rate and the 
US’ five-year rate has some differences as well. Where US5Y rate was stable be-
fore Covid-19 crisis, GER5Y rate was more volatile. Both had huge volatility im-
mediately after the Covid-19 outbreak. Germany’s rate quickly recovered to sim-
ilar volatility levels as before crisis, but US’ rates volatility has increased after 
March of 2020. However, the comparison of daily returns is not very relevant for 
government bonds, as the yield on them is based on their interest rate and not on 
their daily price fluctuations. 
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Figure 17 Daily returns of Germany five-year government bond 

 
Figure 18 Daily returns of United States five-year government bond 

 
From figure 19, it can be observed that as a commodity asset, gold provides to-
tally different figures to this study. Its price development has been clearly more 
stable than the others, except for Tether, which value has remained almost the 
same throughout the examined period. The value of gold has been steadily rising 
since the beginning but declining slightly towards the end. It also suffered a price 
drop during the Covid-19 turmoil, but it recovered to same price levels as before 
crisis almost immediately.  
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Figure 19 Timeseries on gold’s price quotations 

Covid-19 seems to have had similar effects to daily returns of Gold than it has 
had to other examined variables. Before Covid-19 turmoil in March 2020, the vol-
atility of Gold daily returns was smaller and thus the price development was 
more stable. The Covid-19 turmoil caused a long-term trend of change in the de-
velopment of daily returns, which resulted in a significant increase in gold price 
volatility after the turmoil. 

 
Figure 20 Daily returns of gold 

As a conclusion of findings from daily returns and value development, during 
the period of 1/2019-12/2020 all the introduced variables had abnormal changes 
in their value development. Most of the abnormal changes took place in March 
2020 when Covid-19 had the greatest impact on financial markets. All the varia-
bles had a significant drop in their value during that time, except Tether. Tether 
managed to retain its value almost throughout the whole period. The greatest 
loss of value was experienced by the United States’ five-year loan, which was not 
able to bounce back after the Covid-19 turmoil. The greatest improvement in 
value was experienced by Bitcoin and Ethereum, both of which were able to 
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bounce back in a short period of time. Additionally, their values were in much 
higher levels at the end of the period than it was before the Covid-19 crisis. 
 All variables in this study experienced long-term trend changes in their 
volatility after the Covid-19 outbreak. For Tether, the change made it less volatile, 
but for other examined assets, the Covid-19 turmoil made their long-term vola-
tilities bigger. In addition, during the outbreak, variables other than Tether had 
significant raise in the volatility for a short period of time. 
 

4.1.2 Descriptive statistics and unit root tests 

Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for all the assets examined. There are clear 
differences between the assets examined. The first difference relates to the mean 
returns during the examination period. Bitcoin and Ethereum have been able to 
generate the highest daily returns, while the lowest average daily returns have 
been generated by Tether and DAX index. Of the assets, the five-year German 
and US government bonds are not fully comparable with the others because their 
yield is based on the interest received from them and not on the daily returns. 
Thus, the statistics in Table 2 for these variables represent the average over the 
reference period. However, the only clearly negative return came from a German 
five-year government bond. 
 By comparing the standard deviations, it becomes visible that Bitcoin and 
Ethereum stand out again from other assets. The standard deviation of these two 
assets is significantly higher and thus the volatility is higher than the others’, and 
as a result of which their price has fluctuated significantly during the period con-
sidered. Also, their one-day maximum and minimum change is clearly higher 
than in others. 
Table 2 Descriptive statistics for the logarithmic returns and descriptive statistics for re-

turns of governmental bonds 

 Bitcoin Ethereum Tether SP500 DAX Gold US5Y GER5Y 

No. of ob-
servations 

492 492 492 492 492 492 492 492 

Mean 0.40% 0.34% -0.0003% 0.081% 0.053% 0.069% 1.24% -0.63% 
Std. Dev. 4.33 5.35 0.26 1.66 1.63 1.09 0.82 0.15 
Min. -31.59% -42.36% -2.14% -12.77% -13.05% -5.11% 0.19% 0.99% 
Max. 24.99% 20.01% 2.01% 8.97% 10.41% 5.61% 2.63% -0.28 
Kurtosis 8.8 9.05 26.95 14.75 13.47 5.33 -1.49 -0.37 
Skewness -0.25 -0.84 -0.77 -1.07 -1.02 -0.22 0.1 0.32 
Jarque-
Bera 

1607.4 1751.2 15044 4591 3833.6 593.1 45.96 11.1 

Arch-Test 16.17 15.99 149.37 211.85 127.59 69.3 478.2 461.4 

 

 
Before forming the model for correlations, unit root tests are conducted. The pur-
pose of root tests is to determine the stationarity of the time series used in the 
study. The results of the unit root tests are reported in Table 3. Augmented 
Dickey Fuller and Phillips-Perron tests are used in the unit root tests. Based on 
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the tests all of the asset returns are non-stationary, except governmental bonds. 
This causes some unreliability in the results of the study.  
 

Table 3 Unit root tests 

Asset Tested ADF-Test Phillips-Perron-Test 
Bitcoin -7.7404*** -489.08*** 
Ethereum -7.5458*** -488.06*** 
Tether -9.1544*** -513.99*** 
SP500 -7.5175*** -721.1*** 
DAX -8.0243*** -541.46*** 
Gold -9.9488*** -475.96*** 
US5Y -1.5246 -5.9562 
GER5Y -2.5738 -16.645 
   

 

4.2 DCC-GARCH model 

4.2.1 Modelling 

Daily returns and timeseries development of examined variables already give 
some idea of the hedging and safe haven characteristics of the variables against 
indices, but the aim is to improve this understanding by using the Multivariate 
Dynamic Conditional Correlation GARCH model. DCC-GARCH model is firstly 
published by Engle (2002). The DCC-GARCH model is a developed version of 
Bollerslev constant conditional correlation – model and it seeks to indicate how 
correlations between different variables evolve over time (Engle, 2002). Correla-
tions are strongly present with variables’ hedging characteristics against differ-
ent assets, as is visible in Baur and Lucey’s (2010) discoveries about negative cor-
relation between hedging asset and asset hedged against. 
 Engle’s (2002) DCC GARCH model is formed as follows. 
 

𝐻𝑡 = 𝐷𝑡𝑅𝑡𝐷𝑡 
 
Where 𝐻𝑡  denotes a covariance matrix, 𝐷𝑡  denotes conditional standard devia-
tions matrix and 𝑅𝑡 is a correlation matrix (Engle, 2002). In this model 𝑅𝑡 must be 
a positive definite and Engle (2002) has achieved this by a proxy process which 
goes as follows: 
 

𝑄𝑡 = �̅� + 𝑎(𝑧𝑡−1𝑧′𝑡−1 − �̅�) + 𝑏(𝑄𝑡−1 − �̅�) 
= (1 − 𝑎 −  𝑏)�̅� + 𝑎𝑧𝑡−1𝑧′𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑄𝑡−1 

 
After the proxy process correlation matrix 𝑅𝑡 is obtained by rescaling 𝑄𝑡: 
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𝑅𝑡 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑄𝑡)−1/2𝑄𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑄𝑡)−1/2 
 
These equations above tell how DCC model is formed.  

4.2.2 DCC-GARCH results 

In this section, the DCC-GARCH models’ results are examined closely. To make 
it easier to understand the results, they are divided into sections. The first section 
indicates the DCC-correlations between Dax and SP500 in order to clarify the 
basic idea behind the model. The second section presents the DCC-correlations 
between examined hedging assets and SP500 index. The third section is about the 
DCC-correlations between hedging assets and DAX index. Inspections include 
timeseries figures of DCC-correlations between assets and descriptive statistics 
of them.  
 The DCC-timeseries models are created from the daily returns timeseries 
models, except for German and US government debt as the investment in them 
is not based on a daily return. 
 Figure 21 below shows the change in the DCC-rate of the daily returns of 
the DAX and SP500 indices. It is visible in the figure that the DCC-rate remains 
at a high level throughout the examined period and thus the use of objects against 
each other for hedging is inappropriate. However, for the sake of comparing 
other items, it is essential to acknowledge what a malfunctioning hedge means. 

 
Figure 21 DCC-rate between SP500 and Dax 

Table 4 Descriptive statistics of DCC-rates against SP500 

Asset Bitcoin Ethereum Tether US5Y Gold 
Min. -0.179 -0.159 -0.115 0.061 -0.382 
Max. 0.132 0.054 0.066 0.674 0.219 
Mean -0.014 -0.038 -0.028 0.385 -0.038 

Std. Dev. 0.043 0.037 0.032 0.104 0.113 
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Table 4 provides information about DCC-rates between different assets against 
SP500 index. Bigger values in DCC-rates mean worse hedging characteristics 
against SP500. Also, bigger volatility DCC-rates between assets examined means 
worse hedging characteristics for if DCC-rate changes over the time, it is harder 
for investors to modify their hedge suitable against different risks.  
 Against SP500, United States five-year loan has the biggest mean and max-
imum DCC-rate. Ethereum and Gold have the smallest mean DCC-rate, and Gold 
had the smallest minimum DCC-rate. Standard deviation was smallest in DCC-
rate between Tether and SP500 ant it was the biggest between Gold and SP500.   

 
Figure 22 DCC-rate between Bitcoin and SP500 

Figure 22 is a timeseries of DCC-rate between Bitcoin and SP500. Volatility of the 
DCC-rate has been quite small during the inspected period. When the range for 
DCC-rate is (-0.179 – 0.132), the formation of larger spikes in the statistics is un-
likely. There are couple of instances where DCC-rate clearly changes during a 
short time of period. However, no long-term changes are observed. At the most 
important time for this study, i.e., 3/2020, a short-term peak is observed in the 
DCC-rate. The size of the peak is not significant enough to have a greater impact 
in hedging characteristics of Bitcoin against SP500 index. Nevertheless this spike 
may cause some harm for safe haven characteristics of Bitcoin, but they are very 
minor because DCC-rate stays low for the whole period examined.  
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Figure 23 DCC-rate between Ethereum and SP500 

Timeseries of DCC-rate between Ethereum and SP500 is available at figure 23. 
Volatility of DCC-rate is low for the whole period examined, and the mean for it 
is negative. Therefore, according to the DCC-rate, there might be some usage in 
hedging against SP500 for Ethereum. After the Covid-19 turmoil there is a slight 
raise in DCC-rate, but it is not significant in terms of hedging characteristics 
against SP500. Additionally, there are little to non-short-term peaks in the rates 
timeseries evolution, so according to DCC-rates, Ethereum is a suitable safe ha-
ven against SP500 during the Covid-19 crisis. 

 
Figure 24 DCC-rate between Tether and SP500 

In figure 24 it is visible how the development of DCC-rate between daily returns 
of Tether and daily returns of SP500 Index is similar with cryptocurrencies and 
SP500. The volatility of it is quite low and the mean is slightly negative. Addi-
tionally, there are no long-term changes in DCC-rate during the examined period. 
Therefore, Tether can be used in hedging against SP500. According to DCC-rate, 
Tether is also a suitable safe haven for SP500 because it does not have clear spikes 
in its timeseries. Especially during the Covid-19 turmoil there are no significant 
changes.  
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Figure 25 DCC-rate between United States five-year bond and SP500 

Figure 25 illustrates the timeseries evolution of the DCC-rate between United 
States five-year loan returns and daily returns of SP500 index. It can be seen from 
the figure that the DCC-rate of the US five-year loan and SP500 is clearly different 
from what it was with cryptocurrencies. Where its volatility was low with cryp-
tocurrencies, it is bigger with the US five-year rate. Additionally, its mean level 
is higher, and it is on a positive side. After the Covid-19 turmoil, the rate’s vola-
tility has decreased a little and the mean declined but it stays on a higher level 
than cryptocurrencies’. Based on the DCC-rates, the hedging characteristics of US 
five-year loan against SP500 are worse than cryptocurrencies’ equivalents. There 
are a couple of significant spikes in the figure as well. Therefore, safe haven char-
acteristics of US five-year loan against SP500 are weak or non-existent based on 
the DCC-rates.  

 
Figure 26 DCC-rate between Gold and SP500 

According to figure 26, DCC-rate between daily returns of gold and daily returns 
of SP500 index has changed during the examined period and it includes a long-
term trend change. At the time of the first signs of Covid-19-turmoil, DCC-rate 
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between these two assets decreased its value to a more negative direction mean-
ing better hedging characteristics for gold. But when the turmoil hit its worst part, 
the DCC-rate started to rise, meaning worse hedging characteristics against 
SP500. During the summer of 2020, DCC-rate decreased, but quickly afterwards 
rose again and stayed in higher levels which are still quite low. Overall, accord-
ing to DCC-rate, gold offers some hedging characteristics against SP500, but its 
safe haven properties are shortly lived, as gold’s price development begins to 
follow the development of the SP500 index. It is also worth noting that the in-
crease in the DCC-rate at the end of the examined period also decreases the long-
term hedging characteristics as the DCC-rate remains at a high level and does not 
come back down.  
 Overall, when it comes to DCC-rates against SP500 index, there are some 
differences and some similarities between asset classes. DCC-rates between cryp-
tocurrencies’ daily returns and SP500 daily returns have smaller standard devia-
tion and lower means than the DCC-rates between daily returns of gold and 
SP500 or returns from US five-year loan and SP500. Therefore, in hedging char-
acteristics based on DCC-rates, cryptocurrencies offer a better hedge and safe ha-
ven against SP500 index than gold or US five-year loan. Lower standard devia-
tion in DCC-rate offers investors less needs for changing their portfolios’ posi-
tions and smaller value in average means stand for better hedging and safe haven 
properties because the smaller the value, the more the assets price will move to 
opposite directions (Baur & Lucey, 2010).   
  
Table 5 Descriptive statistics of DCC-rates against DAX 

Asset Bitcoin Ethereum Tether Gold Ger5Y 
Min. -0.054 -0.051 -0.047 -0.356 -0.171 
Max. 0.185 0.122 0.137 0.309 0.447 
Mean 0.025 0.024 0.026 -0.089 0.124 
Std. Dev. 0.038 0.031 0.032 0.117 0.051 
      

 
Table 5 provides descriptive statistics about DCC-rates of hedging assets against 
DAX index. Even by comparing the means and standard deviations of the values, 
large differences can be observed between the objects. Clearly the biggest mean 
for DCC-rate is between Germanys five-year loan and DAX. The smallest mean 
is between gold and DAX. From the mean, it can be deduced that gold performs 
best in hedging, but the standard deviation brings its own variable. The signifi-
cantly larger standard deviation of the DCC-rate between gold and DAX signifi-
cantly impairs the usability of gold in hedging since bigger standard deviation 
makes it harder for investors to form a suitable portfolio. Therefore, cryptocur-
rencies perform the best in hedging against DAX according to mean values and 
standard deviation in DCC-rates. Although the mean value of the rates with 
cryptocurrencies is higher, they still offer better options for investors because of 
the lower standard deviation. 
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Figure 27 DCC-rate between Bitcoin and DAX 

The DCC-rate between Bitcoin and DAX in figure 27 illustrates the following ob-
servations. No long-term trend changes are observed in the DCC-rate curve. The 
curve includes a couple of spikes. The First spike is in the March of 2019 and the 
Second one is in the march of 2020. The second spike is during the biggest Covid-
19 turmoil. After the spikes, the rate decreased back to lower levels.  

About hedging and safe haven characteristics, the figure states the follow-
ing. The range of the rate has been low during the examined period and the mean 
level is close to zero. Therefore, according to DCC-rate, Bitcoin is a suitable asset 
for hedging against DAX index. However, the peaks experienced over the exam-
ined period slightly weaken Bitcoin’s short-term safe haven characteristics. Espe-
cially the second spike indicates that Bitcoin did lose some of its safe haven char-
acteristics during the turmoil, but it still managed to maintain a low level in rate 
overall, and therefore it has no effect on long-term safe haven characteristics. In 
addition, the spike is shortly lived and therefore hedging characteristics of 
Bitcoin are not lost in long-term based on DCC-rates. Still the short-term safe ha-
ven properties during the Covid-19 turmoil against DAX are questionable. 

 
Figure 28 DCC-rate between Ethereum and DAX 
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Figure 28 illustrates the development of the DCC-rate between Ethereum and 
DAX index during the examined period. There are no longer-term changes in the 
curve other than the five months period after the Covid-19 turmoil in March 2020. 
The value increased momentarily and stayed up for about five months. After the 
period, the value returned to its lower level and only rose higher again at the end 
of the period examined. 

Overall, the curve is stable when excluding the spike during the Covid-19 
turmoil in March 2020. This above-mentioned spike causes some impairments in 
Ethereum’s safe haven characteristics against DAX, but they are not significant 
since the rate is still low. For short- and long-term hedging against DAX, 
Ethereum is a suitable asset because the DCC-rate stays near to zero, and it is 
stable. It is also notable to mention that the figure has some similarities with the 
Bitcoin equivalent, and therefore Ethereum offers almost the same hedging pos-
sibilities against DAX according to DCC-rate.  

 
Figure 29 DCC-rate between Tether and DAX 

Figure 29 illustrates that there are clear differences in the evolution of the DCC-
rate against DAX between stablecoin Tether and other cryptocurrencies. No long-
term trend changes can be found in the DCC-rate between Tether and Dax index. 
The figure has some clear spikes, but they are located in different positions than 
they are with other cryptocurrencies. Therefore, the reasons for the changes in 
the rate are different than they are between other cryptocurrencies and DAX.  
 In the terms of hedging characteristics, a flat and low valued DCC-curve 
promises favorable in hedging against DAX. According to DCC-rates Tether pro-
vides both short- and long-term hedging and safe haven characteristics during 
the Covid-19 turmoil against DAX, since there are no clear changes during the 
Covid-19 period. The low level of DCC-rate makes Tether usable in hedging and 
stable development reduces the need for portfolio changes during the period un-
der review. The lack of a spike in the DCC-rate during March 2020, in turn, in-
creases the usability as a safe haven. 
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Figure 30 DCC-rate between Germanys five-year bond and DAX 

Figure 30 illustrates timeseries evolution of DCC-rate between returns of Ger-
many’s five-year bond and daily returns of DAX index. Based on the figure, the 
development of the DCC-rate between the assets is smooth except for a few 
spikes. At the most relevant moment for this study, March 2020, one of these 
peaks can be observed. However, after the peak, no long-term trend changes in 
the DCC-rate evolution are observed. 
 Figure 30 describes the following about the hedging characteristics of Ger-
manys five-year loan against DAX. The low DCC-rate allows Germany’s five-
year loan to be used to hedge against DAX. The steady development of DCC-rate, 
in turn, means little need for portfolio changes during the review period. There-
fore, Germany’s five-year loan is suitable asset in short- and long-term hedging 
against DAX according to DCC-rates. However, for very short-term safe haven 
purposes, it is not suitable due to the peak caused by the Covid-19 crisis. How-
ever, the spike was short-lived, and the value quickly returned to the same level, 
so therefore it can be used as a long-term safe haven based on the DCC-rate. 
 

 
Figure 31 DCC-rate between gold and DAX 
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From the figure 31, it is visible that the DCC-rate between the daily returns of 
gold and the daily returns of DAX index differ significantly from the DCC-rates 
between other investments. The DCC-rate between the daily returns of gold and 
the daily returns of DAX remained fairly stable and low during the period until 
March 2020. Then the Covid-19 turmoil struck, and the value began to fluctuate 
significantly. In the period after March 2020, three clear peaks can be observed 
from the graph and thus a long-term trend change. DCC-rate between daily re-
turns of gold and DAX index has no longer been able to return to the same stable 
and low level since the crisis in the market. 
 The changes visible in figure 31 significantly degrade the hedging and safe 
haven characteristics of gold against DAX index. A large standard deviation of 
the DCC-rate indicates a growing need for changes in investors’ portfolios to find 
a suitable hedging ratio. Therefore, based on the DCC-rates, the usability for gold 
in hedging against DAX is low in both short- and long-term hedging. According 
to DCC-rates the usability of gold as a short-term safe haven is almost non-exist-
ent as it was unable to maintain its DCC-rate at the same level or lower in the 
face of the turmoil. Additionally, gold cannot be used as a long-term safe haven 
since the peaks of the DCC-rate observed in figure 31 are not short-lived. 
 Overall, there are some similarities with DCC-rates against DAX and 
SP500 indices. Based on DCC-rates, cryptocurrencies offer the best hedging and 
safe haven options against DAX as is the case with SP500 as well. The DCC-rates 
between daily returns of cryptocurrencies and DAX index has smaller standard 
deviation on average and it also stays on lower levels during the turmoil. In par-
ticular, Tether is able to maintain its DCC-rate based hedging and safe haven 
features almost at the same level for the examined period and thus provide the 
best option for both short-term and long-term hedging against the DAX index. 
Based on DCC-rates, gold was the worst hedge against DAX. The long-term trend 
change observed in the evolution of the DCC-rate between the daily returns of 
gold and the DAX made the use for gold in hedging almost impossible. A large 
fluctuation in the DCC-rates means a constant change in portfolios’ ratios and an 
increase in rate during a turmoil means a poorly functioning safe haven. 
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5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Assessing hedging properties is not a simple task as there is no unambiguous 
answer to it. Because of this, the results of this study are a combination of the 
assets timeseries evolution, daily returns and DCC-GARCH rates. Based on 
timeseries of assets’ price quotations examined in this study, all the assets are 
suitable in hedging against SP500 and DAX indices in their own way. Two of the 
greatest cryptocurrencies on the markets, Bitcoin and Ethereum, offer investors 
the opportunity of large increases in value and thus they also act as a long-term 
hedge. For example, an investor has a DAX weighted portfolio with a value of € 
10,000 at the beginning of the review period. 10% of the portfolio is invested in 
Ethereum for hedging the stock market related price risks. The value of this stake 
in Ethereum is approximately € 5250 at the end of the review period. Therefore, 
Ethereum as a hedge has generated a significant amount of additional capital for 
the investor. This example calculation does not consider any trading costs, but 
there is a significant increase in the value of the portfolio. Understanding the 
hedging properties of Ethereum and Bitcoin is greatly facilitated by comparing 
them to government bonds. If in the above-mentioned example calculation, a 10% 
share is invested in a German 5-year government bond. This would cause a de-
crease in the value of the investor's portfolio, as the value of the hedge would be 
about € 990 at the end of the review period. This amount is significantly less than 
the amount resulting from the use of Ethereum as hedge. 

The third cryptocurrency Tether, on the other hand, kept its prices stable 
throughout the review period, so that investors would not lose their funds in the 
face of crises. The timeseries development of the price of gold was also stable and 
upward throughout the period under review and thus, as a hedge in the invest-
ment portfolio, it would have generated more funds for the investor. Based on 
time series, government bonds are the worst performing hedging tools against 
indices. The five-year German government debt, which remained negative 
throughout the period under review, would have resulted in continued costs for 
the investor's portfolio. The yields offered by the corresponding US bond are also 
weak compared to those of the more successful cryptocurrencies. However, 
when comparing safe haven properties, the situation is different. There is no ma-
jor collapse in Tether and government bond price developments in March 2020 
following the outbreak of the Covid-19 crisis. Therefore, these three assets are 
better suitable in short-term safe haven purposes against DAX and SP500 than 
other examined assets do.  

Comparing daily returns of the assets is also an essential part of estimating 
the best performing hedge. Large daily price fluctuations can mean constant 
changes in the value of an investor’s portfolio, and this can cause problems in 
liquidation, for example. Tether stands out clearly from others in this area. Its 
daily price changes are only a marginal part of its counterparts, and for this, 
Tether is the best suited hedge against DAX and SP500. 
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The third variable compared in this study is the DCC-rates between the 
assets. There are clear differences between the assets in terms of DCC-rates 
against DAX and SP500 indices. Cryptocurrencies performed clearly better than 
other asset classes in this area. The DCC-rates of cryptocurrencies remained, on 
average, lower than others and in addition, had a smaller standard deviation. In 
particular, Tether stood out favorable since there were no noticeable major 
changes in its DCC-rate in the face of the turmoil, nor any other long-term trend 
changes. Bitcoin and Ethereum also fared well when comparing DCC-rates, but 
there were spikes in the evolution of their curves that weaken their usability as a 
safe haven during turmoil. 

By combining the three above-mentioned areas, it is possible to form a 
clear picture of the functionality of cryptocurrencies as a hedge as well as a safe 
haven against DAX or SP500. All of the three examined cryptocurrencies were 
suitable in hedging during the examined period. Bitcoin and Ethereum offer 
enormous raise in price level and Tether offer stability in price. Therefore, de-
pending on the investor’s preferences, all three are suitable for hedging in their 
own way. Differences emerge when investigating the usability as short-term safe 
havens. Out of the compared cryptocurrencies, only Tether was able to retain its 
value during the turmoil caused by Covid-19. Therefore, it is a better asset than 
the others for short-term safe haven purposes. In turn, other cryptocurrencies are 
suitable as long-term safe havens, as their values returned relatively quickly to 
pre-turmoil levels.  

When compared to other asset classes, it can be observed that cryptocur-
rencies perform better in almost everything. Of the cryptocurrencies, Tether of-
fers more stable price development than any other asset considered, and there-
fore offers the best short-term safe haven. The other cryptocurrencies involved, 
on the other hand, offer the best long-term safe haven features, as their appreci-
ation has been steady, and pre-turmoil values were quickly restored. Cryptocur-
rencies also offer the best long-term hedging since their value development in-
creases the overall value of an investor’s portfolio. For example, holding govern-
ment bonds can cause impairment to an investor’s portfolio, because interest 
rates are at a negative level. According to this study, out of other investments, 
gold has a clear usability for hedging purposes, but the usability is not as high 
level as it is with cryptocurrencies. As a short-term safe haven, it performed bet-
ter than Bitcoin or Ethereum, but lost to Tether. In turn, as a long-term safe haven, 
it will lose to Bitcoin and Ethereum since its post-crisis value development has 
not been as upward. 

Overall, when finding the best performing hedging tool during the Covid-
19 turmoil one must see the entirety and state that Bitcoin and Ethereum work 
best as a hedge as well as a long-term safe haven against DAX and SP500 indices. 
In the short term, the use of Bitcoin and Ethereum in hedging should not be con-
sidered as their price development is very volatile. Tether, on the other hand, 
works best as a short-term safe haven due to the evolution of its price develop-
ment.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the present master’s thesis was to discover a hedging tool that oper-
ates the best during Covid-19 crisis, as well as to look at the properties of three 
most actively traded cryptocurrencies in hedging against two major market indi-
ces. For an investor, who uses cryptocurrencies in hedging, it is helpful to under-
stand what cryptocurrencies are, how they work, and a little bit of history behind 
them. These questions were answered based on previous literature. According to 
Corbet et al. (2019), cryptocurrencies are distributed digital currencies using 
blockchain technology, and in 2008, the first cryptocurrency called Bitcoin was 
published. The main difference between cryptocurrencies and traditional curren-
cies is that cryptocurrencies use a peer-to-peer network to verify transfers, 
whereas traditional currency transfers are verified by a central unit, such as a 
central bank (Nakamoto, 2008). 

The purpose of the present thesis was to focus more on the economic fea-
tures of cryptocurrencies, and more specifically on the hedging and safe haven 
features, rather than on their technical implementation. A review of the previous 
literature revealed that the hedging properties of cryptocurrencies are strongly 
related to the time, model, and assets of the study. For example, based on the 
findings of Shahzad et al. (2020), Bitcoin is suitable in hedging against different 
stock markets. Meanwhile Kliber et al. (2019) state that Bitcoin has only weak 
hedging characteristics against different stock markets worldwide. There was 
also mixed evidence of the hedging usability of other assets examined in the the-
sis, so it was impossible to draw uniform conclusions from the existing literature. 

The aim of the present empirical study made was to find the best hedge 
and safe haven during the market turmoil caused by Covid-19, using timeseries 
analyses and the DCC-GARCH model. Based on these two methods, Tether of-
fered the best short-term safe haven properties during the examination period. It 
was able to maintain its price stable during the whole period. On long-term, best 
hedging and safe haven characteristics against DAX and SP500 indices were of-
fered by Bitcoin and Ethereum, because their DCC-GARCH rate was able to stay 
low during the examination period, and they face a significant rise in value to-
wards to the end of the period. The worst hedging characteristics against DAX 
and SP500 indices was offered by governmental bonds. Unites States and Ger-
many’s five-year loan rates were on a low level during the whole examination 
period, and they went even lower towards the end. In addition, Covid-19 turmoil 
made them more volatile and therefore worse in hedging use. 

The present thesis succeeded in finding answers to the research questions 
presented in the introduction.  

RQ1. What are the hedging capabilities of a small set of most actively traded 
cryptocurrencies?  Based on the literature review and the present study made, 
there are clear usability for cryptocurrencies in hedging against stock market re-
lated risks. The different characteristics of individual cryptocurrencies provide 
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opportunities for hedging in the face of different downfalls or turmoil. Tether's 
stablecoin features provide protection in the event of rapid collapses. The long-
term rise in the price of Ethereum and Bitcoin, in turn, offers the investor a prof-
itable alternative to both diversification and hedging against the decline in the 
value of stock indices.  

RQ2. Which cryptocurrency performed the best as a hedging tool during 
Covid-19 crisis? The present thesis compared three different asset classes. Based 
on a study and a review of the literature, in general, the best hedging character-
istics against market indices during the Covid-19 turmoil were provided by 
Bitcoin and Ethereum. The significant rise in the price of the aforementioned 
cryptocurrencies is one of the biggest factors in assessing their hedging charac-
teristics. Thus, the results of the study cannot be applied outside of the studied 
time period since the increase in value may not be continuous. 

Future studies could prospectively investigate at the use of cryptocurren-
cies in hedging in a broader term, as in a short-term, their prices may fluctuate 
significantly and thus provide unreliable results on their characteristics. 
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